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This is it now, this is what life is all about now,
looking at screens, I’ve just accepted it, my friend
Jordi told me, while we each look at our monitors,
comparing our screen time. He unabashedly
told me his phone screen time is 4 hours a day,
which is a lot, I think, but a quick google search
shows it is just about average. And this statistic
excludes computer screen time, which potentially
fills the rest of our waking life. But really, it’s true,
many of us spend our lives and build our skills
and subsequently identities behind screens.
I am not trying to write another one of
those texts about how negatively our lives are
affected by social media. This is it now. One
must go out of their way to construct a life
that doesn’t hinge on screen time. And it’s not
really about screen time in itself, it’s more that
the time offline bleeds into the time online. The
border between the two, what were before
sharply separated worlds that we experienced
in a sort of 2012 internet era, have now progressively, naturally, and irreversibly merged.
So, too, agree the Czech design duo based
in the Netherlands called The Rodina. They
describe one of their projects titled
States of Play: Roleplay Reality,
as dealing with how role-play
can be used as a tactic to reflect,
contest and move beyond real
world power structures. No longer
understood merely as a place
of escape, the game real and
the real world have collided. The
roles we play, both on and offline,
reflect and shape our realities.1
There is much talk of avatars
THE RODINA
and online role-play, how it offers
STATES OF PLAY; ROLEPLAY REALITY
2018
DIGITAL POSTER
a sense of freedom we cannot
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experience in our drab, socially aware, and awkward
real realities, but I think the roles we perform in the
digital spheres are just as legitimate identity signifiers
as our projections in real life. The argument that says:
“Hey! Don’t judge people by their online personas!”,
is moot to me, since no matter how divergent the
IRL and online versions of ourselves are, they both
showcase certain needs and wishes of how we
want to be perceived – and often the same ones.
The cringe factor enters when our online identity
has been too obviously pruned, and our needs and
wishes about how we want to be perceived are
somehow too apparent. At the same time, because
we all do the pruning to some extent, there is a sweet,
wide acceptance and even nurturing understanding
towards our online shaping. In fact, some of the most
successful social media accounts are those that are
most intensely and obviously aesthetically trimmed.
The accepted sociological position that the self
is made up of multiple identities, each of which exists
within a separate network of others who hold particular expectations, is morphed in the post-internet
era, where the identities we once separately held and
enacted in specific and diverse contexts have now
merged. Not only that, but ‘weak-tie’ maintenance
across social media in what researchers call social
media collusion is key in gathering and maintaining social capital.2 Different media are obviously
dedicated to different audiences; LinkedIn to your
professional network, Instagram, Twitter to your
professional and personal network, and Facebook
perhaps more to your personal network. The ability to transcend network walls is instrumental in
obtaining social, informational, and thus material
resources. We will return to this later. But for now, I
can’t escape the feeling that the purposeful display
of our secret and subtle variations on a platter of our
chosen social media is in itself a bit cringe-worthy.

And I wonder if, when I use the word cringe, I actually
mean intimate? Because isn’t intimacy really what
this display of our inner needs and multiple selves is?
When in an intimate relationship, our partner
or friend knows these sides of us and accepts the
awkward collusions, irregularities, and projections
the multitudes of self inherently bring along.
In the online dictionary intimacy is defined as
a; close familiarity or friendship
b; cozy and relaxed atmosphere
c; sexual intercourse
I find these definitions wonderfully apt for the
ways our online personas interact with and
maintain the ‘weak-tie’ relationships of our digital
world, but also the relationship with the media
itself. It is a very intimate relationship indeed.
The media is something to be addressed not
only because it offers an extension of ourselves,
but also because it represents a virtual space
we inhabit, with pillars, arches, and windows, not
unlike the physical temples we enter on our trips
to Rome and Granada to witness the triumphs and
testaments of history. The media presents a very
real and tangible architectural space. It constitutes
a space to the extent that whenever I have deactivated my Instagram account in the past, while I
did miss the content I consumed and the dopamine
triggered at the base of my brain by the likes and
views received, I primarily missed the architecture
of the space that Instagram represented to me.
The longing was alleviated by just entering and scrolling through my friends’ accounts
when borrowing their phones. It was more the
structure of the media than the content that
was lacking in my life. One could almost call
it a familiar, cozy, and relaxed structure.
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Not unlike the feeling of slight arousal, the
feeling of stroking a familiar body.
The social media theorist Nathan Jurgenson
agrees, writing that there is “nothing anti-human
about technology: the smartphone that you rub and
take to bed is a technology of flesh. Information
penetrates the body in increasingly more intimate
way. ” As digital sound artist Holly Herndon puts it:
“how we interact with these technologies is altering
our physical and emotive states, and in turn, technologies are responding to these developments.”3
The closeness of digital space offers a welcoming environment for the unruly extensions of
ourselves. Perhaps the welcoming aspect and
the magic of image extension and control is the
most appealing festure of the social media sphere.
The devices we use are our vessels of creation
in some way. Herndon explains: “my laptop is an
extension of my memory and self, it is a conduit to
the people I care about and in many ways retains
more knowledge about me in one moment than I
can muster.”4 This conduit is double-sided, a link
between members in a symbiotic relationship. Again,
this conduit functions not only between the creator
or persona and their followers, but also between
the creator or persona and the actual technology.
As demonstrated in the case of Arca for instance,
another digital sound artist but also a trendsetting
image-maker, physicality and information are perpetually enmeshed and co-determining. The physical
impact of digital technology on her body marks
her transformative and futuristic aesthetic, and by
extension, her identity. Or is it the other way around?
This question can only be answered by skewing our
lens toward a more synthetic understanding of media,
bodies, technology, and society. The multimodality
of the internet dictates the intermedial formats of
post-internet content creation and enables ways

in which our online and IRL personas flesh out.
Flesh out is the softer way of putting what
we could easily call design. The intimate, familiar,
and welcoming environment of the digital sphere,
combined with the very real transformation of the
economy into what is called the ‘attention economy’,
has set a stage that doubles as an exhibition space.
Individuals appear as both artists and self-produced
works of art. Your social presence is designed in a
way that forms your identity, complete with political
leanings, aesthetic preferences, and social orbits of
opportunities. As I previously mentioned, the ability
to successfully execute social media collusion,
‘weak-tie’ maintenance and social capital amassment influences our informational and material
resources. Within the attention economy, the amount
of recognition our personas attract enables us to
network more successfully and gain actual career
development opportunities that result in the expansion of our financial capital as well. The societal
pressure to design ourselves prioritizes the possibility
of commercial growth. This phenomenon, according
to cultural critic Mark Fisher, can be slotted under
the effect of ‘business ontology’: the pervasive and
fatalistic view that everything should be treated
as a commercial enterprise under capitalism.5
Fisher is most certainly not part of the post-internet generation, a fact which positions him in
a dark corner from which he evaluates our commodified and self-designed identities as nothing
more than resources to be exploited. Though a valid
critique, Fisher fails to skew his lens towards the
fusion of technology and society and invalidates
the countless individuals who attain community,
freedom, and variety of self-expression through the
multiple modalities the internet offers. This is it now.
For the post-internet generation, the intimate
worlds which open up through online identity
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development transcend the potential of designing
ourselves as a commercial enterprise. I would even
maintain that the sense of value we stand to gain
from the design and development of our online self
(selves) is much deeper than mere market value. This
deeper value is that which causes the addiction to and
inherently narcissistic twist of many of our internet
identities, with the process of self-branding directed
toward intuitively social rather than market gains.
The Rodina, this artist duo to whom I referred
earlier, made a project titled Parade which explores
narcissism in today’s world. “It questions the ecstasy
of parading the self to the world, duplicating the self
or achieving the image of the ideal self as a means of
achieving a sense of value, distinction or immortality.„6
The project entails an electronic pop video that
creates a musical image of the future – a rainy fantasy
world as a vision of a globalized culture stream. The
video is an experiential depiction of the need for
interaction and approval, a parallel to a very different
but essentially connected project by British artist Mark
Farid titled the Poisonous Antidote. He broadcasts
every facet of his online presence in real-time for
an entire month, including locations, pictures, videos,
personal and professional emails, text messages,
web browsing, phone calls, and all social media feeds
and chats. He maintains that his narcissistic need for
approval is the urge that led him to willingly relinquish
his internet privacy in exchange for perceived social
stardom. Throughout the months of digital exposure,
he discovered that he consciously and unconsciously
adjusted his behavior to the presence of the spectator,
visiting pornography and sports news sites less
often than he usually would, keeping senseless
internet browsing to a minimum, and going on more
walks in the park. He found himself conforming to
his insecurities, rooted in societal ideologies, doing
what he felt he was meant to be doing, and feeling
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validated by the knowledge that people could
see this.7 Farid constantly judged his actions and
options through the gaze of the outsider or general
society. These micro-adjustments are clearly and
consistently present throughout the building of
our online identities, which is when the gratifying,
intimate light of self-expression and formation dims.
Farid invested labor in his month of exposure
to minimize the mass of secret activities we all do
online, some so sickeningly narcissistic that even
the inside spectator cringes at this unwanted intimacy and confrontation with the dark underbelly
of existence as post-human web creatures. The
countless open tabs, the self-indulging google
questions, the bizarre web searches, the vile Reddit
threads, the obscure Wiki searches, and in my case,
horribly banal gossip sites and obsessive reading
about serial killers. These activities are not so far
removed from our photo booth, filled with pouted
and contorted faces, this super-secret side of
you that you adore and deplore at the same time.
This weird fascination with home pornography
and filming yourself to see what you appear like
from the outside. Only tidbits of this content leaks
through to your constructed online identity, but
leak it does. What is therefore present in any online
construction is the sort of dirty inner spectator
and this possibly less forgiving outside spectator,
for whom we shape, adjust, flesh out and design.
The outside spectator is especially important in
the atempts to build sexual and intimate relations
online. As more of our lives merge with the digital
world, it is implicit that the way we form partnerships also moves to the online realm. Dating sites
such as Tinder, Bumbble, Hinge and Grinder have
become a prolific way for people to meet their
significant others, with a Stanford 2017 report
showing that more people in a heterosexual
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relationship meet their partners online than
offline.8Sometimes though, relationships are
formed in the online sphere and remain there.

K.D.
PORNHUB#2
2019
MIXED MEDIA ON PAPER
K.D.
MEMORY MAP
2021
PRINT ON TEXTILE

Through visual/auditory stimulation and the
symbolic sensation of contact, individuals can
experience the palpable presence of another
person, despite never spending IRL time together.
On online dating sites, the effectiveness of
self-branding is obviously essential in representing
ourselves to prospective partners. Despite everyone
being seemingly sick of online dating, it continues
to be a popular way in which we search for partners. But it’s difficult. The awkward moment when
we swipe someone in our social sphere whom
we might want to date, and we match, and then
never talk when we see each other in random
social contexts. Jesus. Or worse, when you swipe
right (the want direction) for someone within
your social context and never get the match.
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Funnily enough, this love-hate relationship with
the online medium for the purpose of dating is actually bringing back the phenomenon of blind dates,
as it returns the element of mystique that is difficult
to attain in the digital world. Once we settle on a
potential date, we already have enough information
about the chosen one to form a pretty coherent
impression about who this person is. This idea affects
our IRL impression to the degree that regardless of
how we vibe in the offline realm, the sediment of our
first digital notion remains. I have absolutely rejected
people from online dating apps once I checked out
their social media accounts and jumped to conclusions
regarding their intimate online projections, making a
judgment and never looking back. Similarly, I have met
people whom I found annoying or underwhelming,
and then my opinion was adjusted once I stalked
them on social media and liked their aesthetic or
were impressed by how many followers they have.
Despite sharing intimate online identities with a
mass of prospective lovers, our involvement can be
completely controlled and regulated, potentially even
anonymous. The control over your communication,
the constant possibility to just ghost someone and
disappear as well as the common practice of cultivating many simultaneous options is labeled as ‘risk
aversion’. ‘Risk aversion’ suggests that we are incessantly in the process of constructing, adjusting, and
developing the unions we form with one another, with
the awareness that they can be transient. Mediated
communication, the trend towards plastic sexuality,
and the deconstruction of heteronormative standards
lead to relationships becoming more ephemeral with
the expectations of life-long partnerships decreasing.
The Polish philosopher Zygmund Bauman poetically
described this state as liquid: “In a liquid modern life
there are no permanent bonds, and any that we take
up for a time must be tied loosely so that they can be
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untied again, as quickly and as effortlessly as possible, when circumstances change - as they surely will
in our liquid modern society, over and over again.”9
Often, even communication on online dating
platforms seems aimed at transient relationships. It
is not uncommon to get the feeling that there isn’t
much emotional investment or even expectation
in attempts at communicating and flirting online (I
mean, how many variations of ‘hey.’ can we suffer
through?). There is actually an IG account, called
beam_me_up_softboi, which collects screenshots of
embarrassingly bad short exchanges and one-line
attempts from online dating platforms, all of which
seem to be aimed at very transient connections,
mostly from men towards women. “They can’t be
serious?”, we ask ourselves while scrolling through
this barrage of failed flirts. The examples seem
to showcase a purposefully distanced and vapid
attitude toward desire, affection and mental health.
And although masked in a sometimes violent
and often offensive sexual skin, we can’t escape
the feeling that these are self-sabotaging, thinly
veiled attempts at online intimacy and connection.
Self-sabotaging precisely in that they showcase
such compromised versions of the self, as if to
say: “We cannot get hurt if we invite rejection.”
These chats are written in such a manner
that they epitomize ‘risk aversion’ in practice by
displaying a seeming distance to deep emotional
investment, despite referring to matters that are
in fact very primordial and needs that are real.
This combination is a common one for the digital
realm, flaunting and casualizing serious concerns
into memefied conglomerations of pop culture.
I would rather describe ‘risk aversion’ as this
odd internet humor that has developed, this super
dark irony about our late-capitalist digital existence,
which provides a barrier between the inherent
intimacy of our online identities and rejection.
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An example is the IG account
afffirmations with almost a
million followers, but check
that out on your own time.
Bauman, however, describes
the ‘risk aversion’ we practice and
the transiency of contemporary
relations as another symptom of the
AFFFIRMATIONS
‘business ontology’; “Partnerships
2021
MEME
are increasingly seen through the
prism of promises and expectations, and as a kind
of product for consumers: satisfaction on the spot,
and if not fully satisfied, return the product to the
shop or replace it with a new and improved one!”10
The infrastructural mechanism behind dating apps
does indeed encourage the expendability of individuals
with the incessant swiping of the intimate projections
of people in our surroundings. The feeling of a never-ending line of options is not false, and many of my
friends frantically swipe Tinder profiles, lingering on
each profile for a second if not less, relying on their
intuitive instinct to help them manoeuvre the dizzying
number of individuals ‘de-humanized’ into choices.
We talk of this, my friends and I, confide in each other
about the way we judge individuals on these apps and
how frightening the swiping aspect really is. We do so
in a detached and disheartened and witty way, once
again practicing the post-internet humorized emotional distance towards the issues that plague our lives.
More proof that technology and social habits, in
this case, love, are co-determining. The way the apps
are built, and the amount of visual information circulating, influence how we perceive our dating options.
We know this anyway, but Bauman also posits; “There
is a universal comparison and you don’t just compare
yourself with the people next door, you compare yourself to people all over the world and with what is being
presented as the decent, proper and dignified life.”11
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I think it is partially this comparison thing, which
makes our standards so oddly morphed, that leads
us to search not for our private partner in crime,
but for our public partner, one that will fit all the
unspoken standards of society and the outside
spectator. We seem much less inclined to take risks
with our choice of partners, but continue to search
for the cool boy/girl, self-actualizing tropes we
feel like we are politically deconstructing. It is not
uncommon that we would prefer to be alone forever,
rather than ‘settle’. Thus, this ultimately personal
process is now publicized through the intimacy of
online identity building and the presence of the
outside spectator that influences the inside one.
Despite the mass of choices, the popularity
of polyamory and the undeniable transiency of
relationships in the post-digital era, temporary
relationships are not what we necessarily wish for.
Sociologists Beck and Beck-Gernsheim rightly find
that we still idealize love. “Throughout one’s lifecourse, relationships begin, dissolve and begin again
in an endless pursuit of true love and fulfillment.”12
The idea of ‘risk aversion’ does not take into
account the vulnerability of online dating. Because
the process of self-branding for sex and love is,
in fact, a very risky process, and a very serious
business. The consistent academic down-playing
and banalizing the ultimately perilous activity of
the online search for partners by comparing it to
online shopping is problematic and shallow. What
could be more intimate than displaying ourselves
online with the automatic announcement of: “yo, I
am high and dry here.” What could be more intimate
than displaying our private selections of the photos
we find sexy, or different ways of showcasing
ourselves as desirable? The process of exhibiting
our carefully constructed online roles, avatars,
projections, and identities is a big, humiliating risk.
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No wonder we desensitize somewhat and practice that dry emotional detachment. We must.
If we look at through a synthetic lens which
attempts to perceive technology and society as
symbiotic, then the roles we build and the intimate
identities we project online are just as risky, if not
more, than any sort of IRL activities we engage in,
precisely due to the pruned and precalculated aspect
of it. Just because we have the possibility to opt-out
or ghost, to construct and adjust, just because we are
faced with so many more options than before does
not make online intimacy illegitimate or less heavy,
messy, and slow-moving than real life. This is it now.
Game real and -real-world- have collided. We are out
there, on the internet, growing and shaping ourselves
and our identities in front of everyone’s very eyes.
What could be riskier and more intimate than that?

BEAM_ME_UP_SOFTBOI

2021
ANONYMOUS SCREENSHOTS
FROM DATING SITES
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During the first lockdown in March 2020,
my whole family freaked out. We thought it
was the end of the world. My brother traveled
home to Europe from California where he was
studying and for the first days, he wore a mask
that I had never seen before. It was shaped like a
bird’s beak, with two crossing strips of material
and sort of pointy in the front. He reminded me
of the plague doctors in the 17th century as he
slumped around the house, his head drooped in
the pointy mask. In those days my mother was
scrubbing her hands so frequently with vinegar
and bleach she developed a rash. It was chaos.
I teased my brother about it at the beginning until he told me “it’s an N95, my girlfriend
gave it to me & they are impossible to get Klara.”
I can’t believe you’ve never seen one.”
So the mask, the mask actually makes me feel
sexier. I walk down the street and each look I receive
seems deeper and more intense. As if for lack of
other signifiers the eyes become the one thing we
can hook on to. It also makes me feel safer, I can
maintain eye contact longer than usual. I sense more
longing somehow. I feel matrixi a bit, whooshing
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around with a secret purpose. I sometimes forget
I am wearing it. I take it off when I realize, struggling
on the bike to rip it off with some sense of urgency,
even though it makes me feel warm and protected.
But I take it off out of some intuitive principle, to
be a human. To expose my human signifiers.
The Austrian chancellor Sebastian Kurz observed
that the resistance toward public mask-wearing in
Europe stems from the theological roots of Western
life.13 There is an innate belief that the truth is
‘unveiled’, and that the face is where our personhood is represented. The uncovered mouth betrays
our deepest selves. The chancellor mused that this
mask resistance is subtly linked to the European
resistance to Islamic face-veiling. The act of unveiling
features prominently in Christian liturgy, and this
part of our history maintains that the only way to
truly know God is to see him face-to-face. In Islam,
Allah is veiled in light, and mortals cannot face him
in this life. Similar to the Christian belief, to face him
in the next life is considered the greatest honor and
blessing and the only way one can know Truth.
The word mask in itself has sinister roots in different languages; the French word masque means
‘to guard the face’, in Catalan mascara mans ‘blackening the face’ and the Latin word masca means
‘nightmare’. No wonder covering one’s face is often
identified with danger and criminality. The mask is
used to hide one’s identity, one’s ultimate truth. Worn
to signal a threat to others from the safe confines
of anonymity. Worn by bank robbers and hooligans.
Worn by protestors and the French Black Block,
an anarchist organization that move en masse, all
dressed in black and their faces completely masked.
They attack and damage storefronts and other symbols of capitalism, and when the police try to arrest
one of the Black Block, the other members swarm
around the policemen like locus and free their endan-
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gered comrade. They work as a hive, empowered by
their lack of facial features and unique signifiers.
At the beginning of the pandemic, it was
awkward wearing one. Often I felt judged by
my radical liberal friends as if I was buying into
this plot, this narrative our institutions impose
upon us poor plebs. The mandatory mask as a
critical stage in conditioning us to accept abuses
of our liberties. For the greater good though.
I also felt judged for not wearing one in a public
space where everyone else was masked as if I
was not doing my best to protect society. At the
beginning of the pandemic, when we were still
less accustomed to it, I received judgmental looks,
whether I wore it or not. Or maybe I’m paranoid.
The mask itself has become a signifier,
how you wear it and why, a mark of social
recognition. The symbol of a mask is emotional, and a site for cultural and political wars.
It is not purely a vessel of public health.
Todd McGowan, an American academic studying the politics of the pandemic writes: “Wearing
a mask indicates a stance of universality, a liberal
belief that you are never simply yourself but always
extend into the other, just as the other extends
into you.”14 Universality as a belief that society
should be built around the principle of mutual
protection. The masked symbolize their belief of
being part of a larger tribe, a tribe that doesn’t
recognize other masked people as isolated subjects
but rather as intrinsically bound to each other. A
vision of society that is distinctly anti-capitalist,
fighting the prioritizing of isolated individuals
as a critique of the ruling liberal philosophy.
According to McGowan, the conservative
inclination toward rejecting the mask is in fact
rejecting universality and the wider collective. A
capitalist approach in the sense that each subject
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pursues their own identity and interests regardless
of its effect on others. The reason why the mask
is often ridiculed by representatives of conservative parties, like Trump, Bolasanaro, and the Dutch
Thierry Baudet is that “the obstruction of universality is a precondition for the right-wing populist
practices, which are based on acquiring an identity
through the attachment to a national, religious
or ethnic project.”15 The identity of universalism
as demonstrated by the willingness to wearing a
mask is thus a barrier to populism, as it offers a
universal and inherently compassionate identity.
The added value of libidinal enjoyment drawn
from the transgressive thrill of disobeying the social
norm only makes the conservative populist agenda
more potent, and the possibility of not wearing a
mask more exciting. Though polls do suggest that
more conservatives reject masks, the main reason
referred to regardless of political identification is
the curbing of civil liberties. The term ‘psychological reactance’ aptly fits this phenomenon, which
is described by S. Taylor and G. Asmundsonas
as a “motivational response to rules, regulation,
or attempts at persuasion that are perceived as
threatening ones sense of control, autonomy and
freedom of choice.”16 The feeling of losing control
can be universally applied to citizens struggling to
see their impact within a quickly spiraling corporatized and digitally bureaucratized world. It’s too easy
to draw the line between liberal and conservative,
universal and particular, selfless and selfish. This
analysis of separating the universalists from the
individualists is general enough to make sense, but
does not address the morphing boundaries of a
post-truth era where the rules that governed political
philosophy in the 20th century do not fully apply.
The anti-mask and anti-Covid regulation
protests that unfolded all over the world in fact
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consisted of people across the political spectrum.
As the New York Times reported when covering the Covid lockdown protests in Germany;
“It was a bizarre mix of people: families and
senior citizens were joined by right-wing extremists, some sporting swastika tattoos.”17
The interesting thing that mandatory
mask-wearing triggered was a union of the radicals,
as demonstrated by the horseshoe theory. The
horseshoe theory states that the political continuum
is not linear but bent, like a horseshoe, with the most
extreme divisions of each camp almost touching
in their beliefs. Thus my radical liberal friends may
draw information from radical right-wing news
channels that support their theories concerning the
negative and yet unknown long-term effects of vaccinations and the conspiratorial origins of the Covid
battling regulations. Regardless of the outlandishness of most conspiracy theories, they are all tied
to an unwavering distrust in traditional media which
includes the distrust of traditional scientific methods.
The far ends of the polarized left and right are
remote enough on the spectrum of political poles to
unite in their belief which is essentially a deep distrust of the current governing organs and the whole
political infrastructure in its core; ie. ‘the system’.
The distrust of masks in this context represents
crumbling faith in institutions and representative
democracy itself and is a reflection not only on the
pandemic but on the wider expanse of our political
climate. There need not be complex psychological
adjustments in mask marketing, because the core
of the issue lies with the weakening pillars of confidence that are necessary for a well-functioning
society; confidence in ourselves, confidence in others,
and confidence in institutions. All three constituents
of that confidence condition each other – taking out
one and the other two would implode and collapse.
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To be clear and on the record; the
mask you choose and how you wear it
can potentially protect people around
you from exposure to your viral load.
a; Under-the-nose/around the wrist;
The basic ones, the sheep. They follow
regulations but when they wear the
UNKOWN
mask it is under the nose or somewhat
2021
INSTAGRAM STORY
SCREENSHOT
loose, which has no effect whatsoever.
They do not wear a mask to actually prevent the
potential spread of the infection but do so because
one must. They demonstrate their detachment from
political engagement by passively following rules.
b; Ear danglers; the chillers, they slip their
mask on fully when they see an elderly couple
approaching who seem visibly scared. They don’t
mind getting infected themselves and feel the
corona crisis is overblown but what can you do.
c; Under-the-chinners; are in the same category
as the ear danglers but different than the under-thenosers. They show their disregard for prevention and
wear it almost as an accessory, the cool-girl attitude
of “hey, I’m wearing it ok?”. They enjoy analyzing the
current political scape. They are not as radical as the
position they choose to represent in these discussions.
d; The hidden pocket; those whose masks are
stuffed in their pocket, so If they can’t enter the
bus because the driver doesn’t allow them they
pull out this grimy fuzzy thing and put it on in the
most necessary of situations. They believe the
corona is a farce and dream of living on a farm as
a legitimate life direction. They hide their masks.
e; The real maskers; are seldom seen and far
in between. They avoid real-life situations where
one can get infected and are some of the very few
maskers who are aware that one must never put a
mask on any surface, and must exchange the old
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mask for a new one every four hours. They are
aware that the homemade masks made of a
single layer of cotton actually prevent no more
the 10% of the potential viral load from infecting
people in your spray radius. They do not wear
cotton masks. You best believe they wear an
N95 or a surgical mask and are the ones who
carefully observe and analyze the masks others
are wearing. Otherwise, they avoid eye contact.
The many hypocrites; are aware of these
mask rules, and how ineffective improper
mask-wearing is, yet preach statistics of mask
use preventing the wider spread of the virus.
They randomly pick and choose the situations
in which they wear their mask fully covering
their face, and the under-the-chin occasions.
You probably know which type of mask wearer
you are. There is no shame in any of these categories as we are all struggling to orient ourselves
in this new era of (post) pandemic skepticism. Not
reflected in our celebratory attitudes, the new old
normal has a weird gleam to it, and we all know
it. Although it is a relief to unmask and unveil our
faces, revealing our personhoods to each other, this
collective action is accompanied by tangible doubt.
The ultimate truth symbolized by our uncovered
mouths has not been completely revealed after all.
The reason the new old normal seems so shallow
is because we have not managed to address our
trust issues; we have glided over them for fear of
having the same liberties we once took for granted
swooped out from under our noses again, without
having adequate resources to process the process.
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We think of ourselves as (subversive) unique creators
who effortlessly notice and react to different
aspects of society. It is easy to forget that we
create within a context of networks of institutions
and technologies, where symbolic meaning is
produced through a series of subtle mechanisms
that remain unnoticeable under the surface.
I think of us as part of an organic and sensitive
organism, that reacts in waves to the adjustments
of the cogs between which it is kneaded. I am
referring to the cogs of the schools, the state,
the media, the public, the critics, the academics, the galleries and museums, and the experts
who superficially legitimize us by awarding
us with mentions, diplomas, awards and jobs.
Anatomizing symbols that are hidden in aesthetic
practices is essential in disassembling the cogs
of this machine we are so ruthlessly part of.18
There have been many note-worthy publications on the topic of textile art already (Margates
Entagled: Threads and Making / 2017, Janelle Porter,
Vitamin T:Threads and Textiles in Contemporary
Art / 2021), catching on to the current trends.
These publications often start with describing the
significance of such materials and techniques as
political tools. The first wave of textile art started
in the seventies as part of the women’s liberation
movement, alongside the rise of feminist art. This
was the first time in contemporary art that mediums such as sewing, quilting, weaving, embroidery
and knitting were re-appropriated beyond the
feminine, functional and domestic sphere into
the traditionally masculine world of fine art.
This is certainly one of the most important
factors in the production and success of textile art
but it is not the one I wish to delve into today. I cast
about for the most recent ripple of reactions and
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wish to explore the magical element found within the
symbolism of thinner fabrics, to uncover my persistent
and personal fascination with such material. Even
though this fascination is personal, I cannot claim
it, as I observe it reflected in the artworks of my
peers all over the world — hence the metaphor of
the collective organism’s reaction described above.
A first-year student at the Gerrit Rietveld
Academie, where I study Graphic Design, printed a
futuristic and simultaneously archaic representation
of a woman on a huge piece of translucent fabric.
Another maker at the Academy uses silky fabrics with
images of screaming faces in shades of gray in his
installations. I had just returned from the Sandberg
Graduate Show in Het HEM in Amsterdam where I
counted no less than six large textile installations, all
of them employing translucent fabrics at the core
of their graduation work. Based on their artistic
practice, I doubt these artists consider themselves
as textile artists that deal with a similar topic.
As a witness to this selection of works on textile, however, I can testify to having an eerie, light
feeling. And I know that flash of emotion was not
exclusively related to the varied layers of imagery
and meaning depicted on the material — it was the
fluidity and choice of said material that played a
part. A further reason I use the word magical, which
I know is somewhat polemical and could be potentially looked down upon, is due to the extraordinary
shielding power assigned to cloth and textiles.
Cloths and textiles have been present in many
ancient rituals spanning across cultures and eras,
used for medicinal purposes, grieving ceremonies and
coming of age rites. The author Clara Pajaczkowska,
who is a Senior Research Tutor for the School of
Material at the Royal College of Art deals primarily
with fabric and tenderness research describes this;

“… attribution of a protective agency to cloth and
textiles, including their use as magical materials in
the history of medicine. Related to the superstitious
or irrational belief in the curative power of touch,
the haptic meaning contained by the semiotics
of textile at an indexical level are significant.”19
Haptic refers to the transmitting and understanding of information through touch. Indexical
refers to the second category of the tripartite separation developed by Charles Sanders Peirce, who
researched semiosis, the production of meaning,
or the studies of sign processes, which proves to
be important in speculative textile art analysis.
a; the icon, the element of reality that is
transformed into a sign of something else.
b; the index, the interpretation that transforms this element of reality into a sign.
c; the symbol, the something else,
which the above mentioned element
has transformed into a sign.
On the level of the icon, textile based installations
are merely hanging pieces of fabric. On the
indexical level, the level of interpretation, the
fabrics are transformed from simple interwoven
material into objects that contain more mystical
powers then perceived at first glance. Textiles
have themselves been subjected to ritual burial and
entombment, as well as played an important role
in the burial rites of humans and their treasures.
The drape is iconic because it literally denotes the
invisibility of things that are gone, lost or dead.20
On the symbolic level, textiles are transformed
from their material icon status of fabric, through the
mystical or magical indexical transformation, into
a symbolic portal to a covered certain something.
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The idea of the lost, gone, dead or hidden is
essential for the hanging translucent textile, the veil.
There are certain elements that must be present in
the physicality of the material to uphold the relationship between the icon of the veil and the veiled object
as a symbol; lightness instead of heaviness, thinness
instead of thickness, suppleness instead of rigidity and
transparency instead of opacity.21 Because it is this,
this possibility of uncovering the veiled element, that
triggers the curiosity in the maker and viewer. “I think
that is important, the wanting: the desire to hold it in
your hands, to befriend it, to see if it bites,” said Sheila
Hicks, one of the first textile artists of the seventies.
This desire is the essential emotion that draws us
towards the work, if hanging from the ceiling it urges
us to peek around its edge and check the other side,
if it’s on a wall we feel this tug to touch it and peel the
corner up and see. We sense the veil holds a secret.
“Precious elements of reality are usually kept
secret, elements of reality that are kept secret are
usually considered as precious, but not because
they are actually known to be precious, but
merely because they are known to be secret.”22
Perhaps a crude metaphor for the veiled
secret is the sexual curiosity and fetishization of
the veiled nun, or similarly and more delicately,
the fascination with the Muslim hijab and women
who wear it. Hanging fabrics rarely actually cover
objects in physical reality, yet the allusion to the
secret behind the veil fabricates a tension.
One Japanese artist described his translucent fabric works as windows into the other side
of the world, as a rejection of this side.23 Our
pathological self-awareness is alleviated as we
observe the hanging fabric swaying in the air,
by the folds in the fabric in gentle flux. The veil
offers a range of yet un-revealed prospects.
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The fabric is thus interpreted as an ethereal object
alluding to a variety of hidden possibilities
and alternatives.
I find it enables me to let go for a moment, let
go of the constant self-analysis triggered by the
branding machines we must become to climb the
ranks of our collapsing society. The tension between
the presence of the veiled possibility and its physical
absence produces a momentary hypnotic state.
“Fabric, in its paradoxical transposition of sensory
registers, restores to us the memory of an experience
that took the form of ‘states of being’ rather than
organized separate sensory modalities. This memory
offers the promise of a return to a lost ‘oceanic’ state
of synesthetic synergy, where boundaries differentiating self from other have become fluid, permeable
or mutable. The promise held by the fantasy of the
restoration of this state, from memory to actuality,
is one of the eliminations of effects of loss, suspension of anxiety, and a lifting of the burden of sense
used for reality testing and self-observation.”24
For those who wonder, synesthetic is a neurological trait that causes the merging of senses that aren’t
normally connected. People with synesthesia often
hear color or see sound. It this context, synesthetic
describes the disintegration of boundaries between
separate senses, sensing with all your senses at
once in flow. It is this quality that constitutes the
secret hidden behind the initial and physical icon of
the textile. The state of sensory collapse represents
the secret behind the veil and becomes the symbol
and sign of the hanging textile. It is the ungraspable liberation from our mind loop labyrinth, from
the momentary collapse of our sensory barriers.
It is expressed in the moment that we walk by a
hanging fabric and experience an almost psychedelic moment of the in-between, the moment we
see both sides and neither at the same time.
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Why do you think so many of us are fascinated
by hanging sheets in the wind?
A Croatian artist called Igor
Eškinja recently exhibited a
series of hanging fabric curtain
screens in Bratislava, constructing
a type of labyrinth. The screens
are dyed a dark purple fluid
hue, yet remain translucent and
K.D.
PORTUGAL
2019
construct a semi-imaginary
PHONE PHOTO
path to follow among the veils.
The curator observes; “Suspense between the
material and something that is on the edge of the
material presence, between the visual and nonvisual, is created within the space. This alliance of
elements, a sort of fragments of materiality that
do not have a mighty formal presence, culminate
in some sort of ‘liberation’ within the exhibition.”25
There is an undeniable spatial element to textile installations, whereby this momentary state
of release is showcased in a more literal way by
building a permeable architectural experience.
There are plenty examples of walk-through installations of translucent fabrics that encapsulate
this liberated and somewhat meditative state.
Do Ho Suh replicated his childhood home in silk
screens and describes his textile corridors as “capturing an experience that lies somewhere between a
dream and a reality.”26 Another example isJayKayStudio’s design of an ‘inspiration room’, which is a room
for meditation made of a multiple textile sheets and
placed within health institutions to offer a break from
overwhelming daily life and a moment of peace.27
The normally solid walls and boundaries rendered
flexible and porous by architectural textile installations
relax the strict demands of our conscious identities.

DO HO SUH
HOME AWAY FROM HOME
2018
TEXTILE INSTALLATION
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Philosophers have alternative ways of describing this liberated, ‘ocenic’ state I believe textile art
simulates. In his book Signs and Machines, the
author Lazzareto writes of a pre-verbal subjectivity. He describes different thinkers who have
tried to recount this state. Daniel Stern calls it the
‘matrix’ and Felix Guattari labels it as the ‘existencial
core’.28 These terms recount a state in which there
is not yet a division between subject and object,
in which the self and others are indistinguishable
and communication occurs by contagion.
Lazzareto interprets this state as
the fundamental
domain of human
subjectivity and an
ultimate reservoir
of conciousness, to
be dipped into for
all creative experience. It is believed
to be accessible
K.D., MICA OVO, ROZA PAGOSIAN, ALVARO DEL VALLE
IN-BETWEEN
2021
by drug use and
STILL FROM VIDEO
certain moments
in the state of pscyhosis. A global state that does
not specify, separate and fracture experiences by
rendering them poorly with language. Somehow, I
am reminded of the author Pajaczkowska and her
describtion of the ‘oceanic’ synaesthetic synergy,
the merging of senses as the symbol of the textile.
The indescribability of the textile experience
is indicated through the etymological root of
the word. ‘Text’ derives from the Latin word for
‘textus’, meaning ‘woven’, proving a link between
language and fabric. Often, countries where
written language was developed later in history
have the most intricate textile cultures, suggesting
textiles are non-verbal communication vessels.
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In 2020, Dutch artist Jason Hendrik Hansma
exhibited a translucent fabric divider, diagonally
crossing the length of the exhibition space. The
artist posits his work as exploring the liminal, and
the nearly articulate. He writes that in his work,
“language and the loss of language play a key role in
moving through the politics of aesthetics to reconsider the means we use to locate ourselves through
and with each other.”29 He, too, refers to the textile
installation as one which enables the dissipation
of the boundaries of our identities though stimulating a state that is not accessible by language.
The self-control we maintain through successfully fulfilling our roles in society, optimizing
our performances, essentially self-exploiting and
self-dominating as economic subjects through
classification and ranking, can be mitigated by
engaging with the lost ‘oceanic’ state. Being able
to step out of the roles we perform and live — the
role of student, artist, woman, activist, mentor,
child, baker —, if only for a short moment, enables
a subtle reshuffling of the stifling power dynamics
that consume our daily lives. Whether we are aware
of it or not, the moment of release from these
(self) imposed roles, the protocols, micro social and
pre-individual relations, and the apparatuses that
enforce them, represent a type of liberty we can
hardly imagine. Although there are other outlets
for such needs, the need of rendering the walls of
our lived roles and identities more porous and less
defined and finalized, one of the potential outlets is
engaging with specifically textile installation work.
It may seem far-fetched, and I cannot condemn
those of you who cannot stretch so far as to see the
parallel rise in textile art and descent into political,
economic and environmental dysfunction. The new
wave of textile art is rising in a period of contemporary political turmoil that is not unlike the political
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period that triggered the first wave of textile art in the
70s, whereby trust in governmental institutions and
policies was severely diminished. The undefined characteristics of the ‘oceanic state’, ‘matrix’ or ‘existential
core’ offers a release and respite from our all-toodefined and unsatisfactory daily performances.
And if you’re doubtful of my analysis, please do me
a favor and think of this text next time you happen
to observe a piece of textile art that matches the
parameters of the translucent and hanging, and note
your momentary dip into the oceanic state and perhaps acknowledge the glimpse of the veiled secret.
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descent into political, economic and environmental
dysfunction. The new wave of textile art is rising
in a period of contemporary political turmoil that
is not unlike the political period that triggered the
first wave of textile art in the 70s, whereby trust in
governmental institutions and policies was severely
diminished. The undefined characteristics of the
‘oceanic state’, ‘matrix’ or ‘existential core’ offers
a release and respite from our all-too-defined and
unsatisfactory daily performances. And if you’re
doubtful of my analysis, please do me a favor and
think of this text next time you happen to observe
a piece of textile art that matches the parameters
of the translucent and hanging, and note your
momentary dip into the oceanic state and perhaps
acknowledge the glimpse of the veiled secret.
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